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We are a firm of legal 
research lawyers. 

For over 12 years, we have 
completed research and 
writing projects for lawyers 
in the private and public 
sectors across Canada. Many 
of our clients consider using 
our services as equivalent to 
relying upon work completed 
by in-house associates, and 
add a measure of profit 
accordingly when billing their 
own clients.

 

Who is OnPoint Legal Research?

             

  Who We Are: 
Our research lawyers are well versed with both 
traditional research sources and the latest in research 
technology. They are academics -- all have completed 
a clerkship in B.C., Alberta, or at the Supreme Court 
of Canada. In addition, they have all had the benefit of 
obtaining essential practice experience as lawyers with 
major downtown law firms. 

What We Do:
Our research lawyers possess diverse legal backgrounds, 
enabling us to handle projects of any size on any issue. 
We work closely with our clients to ensure that we have a 
thorough understanding of the scope of the project, the 
specific issues involved, and the perimeters of the desired 
end product. We complete a variety of projects for our 
clients, from case summaries to complex memoranda 
and facta. Click here for more information.

How to Contact Us:

t. 1.888.894.4280
e. info@onpointlaw.com
w. www.onpointlaw.com

“OnPoint has always 
performed in a timely, 
effective and professional 
manner and has done 
excellent work at a 
reasonable price. We do 
not hesitate to use their 
services.” 

Larry Kahn, QC and 
Marvin Lithwick, 
Kahn Zack Ehrlich 
Lithwick

“Our litigation firm does not have the resources 
to do quick or extensive research, especially 
in the middle of a proceeding.  We find the 
services of OnPoint Legal Research to be 
responsive, effective and good value and we 
have no hesitation in recommending them.” 

Hugh S. McLellan, McLellan Herbert

“OnPoint is a trusted associate for research on 
specialty points of law and document review 
assistance in large cases for my busy sole practice.  
Sarah and her team never let me down.  

On time, on budget …On Point.”

Morag MacLeod, Morag MacLeod LC

Sarah Picciotto, B.A., LL.B.                                                   
Founder

mailto:spicciotto@onpointlaw.com
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Email Us:
Michael Thomas

Terry Robertson, QC
Mandeep Gill

Bernie Buettner

Did you know that Harper Grey llp has a significant plaintiff  
personal injury practice?! Here’s what we offer:

•	 Free consultations with clients and/or referring lawyers
•	 An extensive list of trusted medical, economic, scientific  

and other experts
•	 A great reputation for trial expertise and client service
•	 Financing to help clients through lengthy cases

We understand your reputation is at stake with any referral.  
We promise to respect your relationships.

Want to know more? Visit our website: www.hgpersonalinjury.com

Honouring Referrals. Respecting Relationships.

K.S. v. Alberta (Child, Youth and Family Enhancement Act, Director), 2011 ABCA 117

Areas of Law: Family Law; Child Protection; Protective Agencies and Institutions 
Under Appeal: Justice Wilkins

The appellant in this case 
was the mother, Ms. S.  The 
respondent was the Director 
of the Alberta Child, Youth 
and Family Enhancement.  
Ms. S. gave birth to a child 
in 2007.  Three days after the 
birth, the respondent agency 
apprehended the child. 
Hospital staff had expressed 
concern that the child was 
at risk of emotional harm 
due to the mother’s inability 
to provide the necessities 
of life.  The staff further 
expressed doubts about the 
mother’s physical and mental 
health. The staff believed that 
she lacked effective coping 
strategies and financial 
stability. The mother asserted 
that her mental health was 

not at issue. She denied that 
the child faced any risk, 
and contended that the 
apprehension occurred due 
to misinformation provided 
to the Director regarding 
her housing situation. She 
submitted that the initial 
wrongful apprehension 
deprived her of an 
opportunity to demonstrate 
her ability to care for the 
child. Post-apprehension, the 
mother exercised supervised 
access. Child protection 
workers concluded that 
despite her best intentions, 
the mother lacked parenting 
skills and had made 
insufficient progress in other 
areas of her life such that it 
was not foreseeable that the 
child could be returned to 
her care in the future. The 

 BACKGROUND

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS 
THE JUDGMENT

respondent Director applied 
for permanent guardianship. 
In April 2009, the trial judge 
granted the respondent 
the relief sought. The trial 
judge found that despite the 
mother’s progress in therapy, 
she did not make sufficient 
progress in the area of 
parenting. The judge further 
found that any additional 
delay in the child’s custody 
arrangement was not in the 
child’s best interest given her 
dire need for permanency.   
The mother appealed this 
finding to the Court of 
Queen’s Bench.  The Court 
dismissed the mother’s claim 
on the basis that there was 
an abundance of evidence 
supporting the order. The 
mother appealed further.    

mailto:spicciotto@onpointlaw.com
http://www.canlii.org/en/ab/abca/doc/2011/2011abca117/2011abca117.html
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The appeal was dismissed.  
The Court of Appeal held 
there was no unfairness 
in the proceedings, as 
the appellant alleged.  
The trial judge did not 
fail to consider material 
evidence and the child’s 
best interests. The trial 
judge heard testimony from 
several experts including 
a psychological parenting 
assessor, caseworkers, 
and the psychologist who 
counseled the mother.  He 
was alive to the legislative 
mandate to maintain a 
mother’s connection with 
her child, and recognized 
the mother’s genuine 
desire to parent the child.  
Nonetheless, the judge 
was correct in finding that 
permanent guardianship 
with the respondent was 

in the child’s best interest.  
The Court further held 
that the Queen’s Bench 
judge did not err in finding 
that the trial judge made 
no reviewable error. The 
evidence supported the 
conclusion that the mother’s 
parenting skills remained in 
doubt, that she had health 
issues, and that she had 
not resolved her financial 

stability issues. The trial 
judge properly found that 
the urgency of permanent 
placement overshadowed 
the possibility that the 
mother might be in a 
position to care for the child 
at some point in the future.  
There was no fresh evidence 
suggesting circumstances 
had changed. 
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K.S. v. Alberta (Child, Youth and Family Enhancement Act, Director) (cont.)

APPELLATE DECISION
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The appeal was dismissed.  The Court found that the judicial review judge did not 
err in finding that the Commission decisions were supportable. The Review Body 
realized that the claim was based on an earlier misconception which was not in 
itself a barrier to the proceeding.  The Court further found that the judicial review 
judge correctly applied the ordinary principles of law to the judicial review.  There 
was no reversible error in the assessment of delays in the process.

                                                                             

The appellants in this 
case were Mr. Roy and 

RCMT Contracting Ltd.  The 
respondents were the Alberta 
Workers’ Compensation 
Board and the Alberta 
Workers’ Compensation 
Board Appeal Commissions.  
The appellant Mr. Roy 
was involved in a highway 
collision in March 2002.  The 
other vehicle in the crash 
was owned by Whitecourt 
Transport Inc. and operated 
by James Graham, both of 
whom participated in the 
proceedings as interested 
parties.  Mr. Roy suffered 
injuries as a result of the 
accident. The Alberta Workers’ 
Compensation Board ruled 
that Mr. Roy was “in the 
course of his employment” 

Roy v. Alberta (Workers’ Compensation Board), 2011 ABCA 113

Areas of Law:  Workers’ Compensation; Appeals and Judicial Review; Limitation Periods

Under Appeal: Justice Yamauchi

            

with RCMT at the time of 
the injury.  The Commission’s 
ruling meant that Mr. Roy’s 
claims for compensation had 
to proceed under the Workers’ 
Compensation Act rather than 
via a Court of Queen’s Bench 
action against Whitecourt and 
Mr. Graham.  The appellants 
contested this decision, and 
appealed the decision before 
the Appeals Commission of 
the Workers’ Compensation 
Board.  They argued that 
the Commission lacked 

jurisdiction for the ruling.  
The Appeals Commission 
rejected the appellants’ 
jurisdictional argument both 
at first instance and upon 
a reconsideration motion.  
The appellants proceeded to 
judicial review.  The trial judge 
affirmed both the Appeal 
Commission decision and 
the Workers’ Compensation 
Board’s decision.  

 BACKGROUND

 APPELLATE DECISION
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Moll v. College of Alberta Psychologists, 2011 ABCA 110
Areas of Law: Health Care Professionals; Disciplinary Proceedings; Professional Responsibility                                                         

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS 
THE ENTIRE JUDGMENT

The appellant in this case 
was Marianne Moll, a 
psychologist who specialized 
in educational psychology. 
The respondent was 
the College of Alberta 
Psychologists.  In 2003, 
the appellant evaluated a 
child, age 10, at the request 
of a school principal.  
Following a series of tests, 
the appellant prepared 
a report that concluded 
the child showed the 
beginning of a major mood 
disorder and/or a pervasive 
developmental disorder.  In 
2005, the Acting Supervisor 
of Psychological Services 
at the Calgary Board of 
Education telephoned 
the appellant seeking 
clarification regarding the 
report.  They had a heated 
exchange and the Supervisor 
filed a complaint against the 
appellant with the College.  
The Supervisor alleged that 
the appellant’s conclusions 
were inappropriate, that 
she failed to deal with her 
Supervisor in a professional 
manner, and that as a result, 
her conduct constituted 
professional misconduct 
and/or unskilled practice of 

psychology.  The Discipline 
Committee concluded that 
the appellant’s conduct 
towards the Supervisor 
was unprofessional 
and issued a letter of 
reprimand.  The Committee 
further concluded that 
the appellant’s report 
constituted unskilled 
practice as it did not meet 
the minimal standards of 
practice for conducting an 
educational psychological 
assessment.  The Committee 
held that the appellant’s 
failure to keep up to date 
in her declared area of 
competence was a violation 
of ethical standards, 
and ordered her to cease 
independent assessments.  
The appellant was ordered 
to pay the full costs of the 
proceedings, amounting to 
$25,205.  On appeal to the 
Council, the professional 
misconduct charge was 
quashed. The Council 
affirmed the Committee’s 
decision in respect of the 
report, and reduced the 
costs award to $5,000.  
The appellant appealed 
further, and argued that 
the Council erred in 

affirming that her conduct 
constituted unskilled 
practice and in affirming 
unreasonable sanctions.  

[continued on the next page]
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Moll v. College of Alberta Psychologists. (cont.)

The appeal was dismissed.  
The Court found that 
both the Committee and 
Council were reasonable 
in their finding that the 
appellant engaged in 
unskilled practice. Their 
reasons for judgment were 
sufficient for the purpose 
of appellate review.  The 
appellant’s conduct went 
beyond a simple error 
of judgment as the tests 
she employed could not 
properly be used to opine 
on brain dysfunction.  Her 
inappropriate opinions were 
pervasive, were repeated 
in the context of several 
tests, and were deliberately 
couched in authoritative 
and assertive terms.  Her 
assertion that the report in 
question did not contain 
any professional opinion 
was without merit. The 
Council did not err in its 
approach to the evidence. 
The confirmation of the 
sanctions imposed was 
not unreasonable, as the 
sanctions were directly 
linked with the offending 
conduct and were 
largely oriented towards 
remediation. 

APPELLATE DECISION
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Canbar West Projects Ltd. (c.o.b. Can-West Projects Ltd.) v. Sure Shot Sandblasting & Painting Ltd., 
2011 ABCA 107

Areas of Law: Construction Law; Right to Lien 
Under Appeal: Justice Yamauchi

The appellant in this case was 
Canbar West Projects Ltd.  
The respondents were Sure 
Shot Sandblasting & Painting 
Ltd., 1150044 Alberta 
Ltd., and the Royal Bank 
of Canada.  In 2008, the 
respondent Sure Shot, acting 
as agent for the respondent 
numbered company, entered 
into a written agreement 
with the appellant relating 
to construction of a facility 
to be used by Sure Shot.  In 
the fall of 2008, the appellant 
submitted three invoices that 
were paid by the respondent 
numbered company.  In 
early 2009, Can-West issued 
two further invoices, which 

 BACKGROUND
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THE JUDGMENT

brilliant  [bril-yuhnt]
– adjective

1. having or showing great intelligence,        
   talent, quality, etc.

 
See also: 
Lawyers who save time and money outsourcing 
their legal research and drafting to 
OnPoint Legal Research Law Corporation.  

                                 

the respondent numbered 
company did not pay.  On 
February 3, 2009, the 
partially completed project 
started on fire and burnt to 
the point where demolition 
and reconstruction were 
required.  Each party 
blamed the other for the 
fire.  The determination 
of liability depended in 
part on a problem with the 
appellant’s incorporation 
which impacted its ability 
to properly hold a builders’ 
lien on the land in question.  
The appellant company was 
not incorporated when the 
contract was signed.  The 
appellant argued that it always 
intended to incorporate 
“Can-West Projects Ltd.” 

to do the work.  However, 
this name was already in 
use and the appellants thus 
incorporated under “Canbar 
West Projects Ltd”.  The 
chambers judge held that the 
appellants’ lien was invalid 
because the party named in 
the agreement was Can-West, 
but that corporation never 
came into existence.  The 
chambers judge held that 
because an actual company 
named “Can-West Projects 
Ltd” existed, upholding the 
builders’ lien on the land 
would be prejudicial to the 
respondents.  The trial judge 
declared their builders’ lien 
invalid and vacated their 
certificate of lis pendens.  n 
appearance to the appellant’s 

mailto:spicciotto@onpointlaw.com
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The appeal was allowed.  The Court of Appeal found that the chambers judge erred in analyzing 
whether the lien was valid.  The only evidence before the chambers judge established that the 
appellant Canbar did the work.  The fact that the respondents thought someone else was doing the 
work did not alter the fact that Canbar actually did it. Although it did not exist as a corporation 
when the work started, Canbar came into being well before most of the work that formed the 
subject matter of the lien was done.  The portion of the work preformed before Canbar’s incorpora-
tion was thereafter “adopted” by Canbar after its incorporation.  Once it adopted the contract, it 
stepped into the shoes of the party that entered into the contract on its behalf and became entitled 
to the benefits of the contract as if it had been a party to it from the date the contract was signed.   
The Court thus declared the lien to be valid and subsisting, and restored the lis pendens filed by the 
appellant.  The Court also directed that the remaining issue in dispute, which were not properly 
dealt with by the trial judge because of his finding on the issue above, be returned to Queen’s 
Bench for determination or direction as provided for in s. 53 of the Builders’ Lien Act.
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  Canbar West Projects Ltd. (c.o.b. Can-West Projects Ltd.) v. Sure Shot Sandblasting & Painting Ltd (cont.)

APPELLATE DECISION
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The appellant in this 
case was the father, Mr. 
S.  The respondent was 
the mother, Ms. T.  The 
parties met in South 
Korea where the father, a 
Canadian, taught English 
as a second language. 
They married in 2002 
and had a child one year 
later.  The family moved 
to Canada in 2006. The 
couple separated in 2008 
after numerous domestic 
incidents involving the 
police. They reconciled, 
but separated permanently 
in January 2010.  The 
mother was the child’s 
primary caregiver from 
birth. The father worked 
various jobs.  In 2010, the 
mother applied for full 
custody of the child and 
for an order allowing her 
to move back to South 
Korea with the child.  She 
argued that she would be 
better equipped to make 
a living for herself in 

P.M.S. v. G.T, 2011 ABCA 103

Areas of Law: Family Law; Custody and Access; Maintenance and Support
Under Appeal: Justice Browne

             

BACKGROUND

 BACKGROUND
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THE JUDGMENT

South Korea and would 
have family support there.  
The father contested the 
application and raised 
concerns about the 
mother’s mental state and 
physical health and her 
ability to properly care 
for the child.  He also 
raised concern about the 
South Korean lifestyle 
and political situation.  
The trial judge found in 
favour of the mother.  In 
addition to granting the 
mother full custody and 
allowing her to move back 
to South Korea, the trial 
judge granted the father 
access for two thirds of all 
major school breaks and 
generous electronic access, 
and reduced his support 
obligations to assist him 
with his increased access 
expenses.  The judge noted 
the mother had tried her 
best to live in Canada, 
but had failed to find 
financial support.  She 
also noted the father was 

in arrears with his support 
obligations and there was 
no guarantee he would be 
able to support his family 
in the future. The judge 
was aware of the political 
situation in South Korea.  
She did not accept the 
father’s position that the 
mother wanted to keep 
the child away from him. 
She found significant 
evidence in favour of 
the mother’s ability to 
properly care for the child 
in South Korea.  She also 
accepted the mother’s 
claim that she would 
honour any access order.  
Finally, the trial judge 
imputed the father with 
an income of $60,000 and 
ordered spousal support 
payable at a rate of $1,700 
per month for one year, to 
be gradually reduced over 
time.  
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The appeal was dismissed.  
The Court of Appeal found 
there was ample evidence 
to support the trial judge’s 
finding that the father 
had failed to support the 
child and the mother. 
The judge was entitled to 
deference in finding that 
the mother was capable 
in her child care abilities 
and in accepting she had 
a well-prepared child care 
plan.  The trial judge was 
further justified in finding 

that the mother had made 
reasonable efforts to find 
employment in Canada, but 
was unable to do so because 
of her limited command 
of English.  The Court 
concluded that the trial 
judge made no reviewable 
error in concluding the 
move to South Korea was 
in the child’s best interest, 
and held there was nothing 
unreasonable about the 
spousal support award. 
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 P.M.S. v. G.T.,  , (cont.)

APPELLATE DECISION
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